Meet the challenges of wireless deployment in healthcare environments

- Patient Rooms and Hallways
- RF Blocking Areas
- Outdoor / Campus
- Lobbies and Auditoriums
- Aesthetic Solutions

**Access Point Covers**
Conceal and protect access points from damage caused by theft or tampering. Mounts on the ceiling or wall.

**Wall Mounts**
Wall Mounts position access points for optimal coverage and protect from tampering and theft, dust, and accidents.

**Indoor Directional Antennas**
Choose from a wide range of aesthetically pleasing indoor antennas with high, medium, and low gain to improve Wi-Fi user experience.

**Ceiling Tile Enclosures**
Allows access to the AP without disrupting the plenum space above the ceiling, simplifying compliance with infection control regulations.

**Flush Mount Enclosure**
Lightweight enclosure for hard cap ceilings provides an aesthetically pleasing solution and protects the access point from tampering.

**Mini Ceiling Omni Antenna**
Provides a high performance, aesthetically pleasing alternative to installing bulky access points with integrated antennas on the ceiling.

**Mobile Antennas**
Small form factor mobile antenna installs on mobile work stations to enable high-performance video and data transmissions.

More product solutions: ventev.com/infra
Outdoor Wi-Fi Antennas
Choose from one of the largest selections of outdoor antennas available to support demanding outdoor applications.

NEMA Enclosures
Secure and protect equipment from theft and tampering with Ventev’s line of Wi-Fi enclosures. Allows you to safely and securely deploy Wi-Fi access points in any environment. Order fully-integrated with temperature controls, antennas, jumpers, and lightning arrestors.

Power Extender
Enables continuous operation of access points and surveillance cameras installed on light poles with intermittent AC power supply.

Paintable Wi-Fi Antenna Kit
Conceal and protect micro patch antenna from tampering and theft, dust and accidents.

Junction Box Wi-Fi Antenna
Housed in a standard electrical box, the Junction Box Antenna provides aesthetically pleasing Wi-Fi without sacrificing performance.

Small Form Factor Wi-Fi Antennas
Half the size of traditional antennas, small form factor patch and omni antennas ensure inconspicuous Wi-Fi.

Ventev in the News
“If you design wireless networks, you’ll want to know about Ventev.”
Network Computing, “Taking Wireless Infrastructure Outdoors”

“The ceiling tile enclosures solved the installation challenges we had. And I can’t say enough about Ventev. They went above and beyond to get us the product we needed on a very tight time line.”
IT Project Manager, Boston-Area Hospital

“We accomplished our goals to reduce the RF footprint, limit users per access point and improve service. The [network] system performed much better.”
William Lawrence, IT Project Manager Georgia Institute of Technology

“Ventev - a great set of products to help WLAN professionals do their jobs.”
Keith R. Parsons, Managing Director Wireless LAN Professionals, Inc
why choose ventev?

• Industry-leading product lines provide a comprehensive ecosystem of wireless products.
• Products for every major radio/AP covering Wi-Fi, DAS, LTE, SCADA and Two-Way
• Easy-to-install solutions
• Pre-configured, fully-integrated solutions
• Large inventory of products
• Professional Product Training and Educational Materials such as application notes and case studies.
• Customer Support with exceptional product and industry knowledge and updates through the Ventev and Tessco teams
• Purchase through Tessco  Ventev products are sold through TESSCO Technologies (NASDAQ: TESS), making purchasing risk-free.

Visit: www.ventev.com/infra or contact Ventev at 800.851.4965, or sales@ventev.com